The comparison of the effect of innovative designed storing-restoring hybrid passive AFO versus posterior leaf spring AFO on ankle joint kinematic in drop foot patients: A case series using a single subject design
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Abstract
Background: Drop foot syndrome is a disorder characterized by foot slapping after the initial contact and foot-dragging during the swing phase. Passive and hybrid passive ankle foot orthoses (AFOs) are often prescribed in these patients; however, the effects of these AFO designs on kinematic parameters during gait are unclear. The aim of this study was to compare the effect of innovative designed storing-restoring hybrid passive AFOs versus posterior leaf spring AFO on ankle joint kinematics in drop foot patients.

Methods: The present study was a case series where a single case and 3 cases with drop foot syndrome were recruited. This study was designed in 2 phases: the baseline phase with their PLS AFOs and an intervention phase in which innovative designed AFO were assessed. Each phase included 5 measurement sessions which were performed in 5 consecutive weeks. The celeration line method was used to detect the significant differences between the phases.

Results: The results of this study showed a significant increase in the kinematic angles parameters at the initial contact, the loading response, the mid stance, terminal stance, pre swing, initial swing, mid swing, and terminal swing with the innovative designed AFO than with PLS AFO (p<0.05).

Conclusion: The results of the present study suggested that use of the innovative designed AFO may have a positive effect on ankle joint kinematics parameters in people with drop foot.
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Introduction
Drop foot syndrome is characterized by foot slapping after the initial contact and foot-dragging during the swing phase (1). As a result, the range of motion, flexibility, and biomechanical relationships between segments, static/dynamic balances (2-4), postural control, and forward propulsion are affected (5).

As an intervention, AFOs are widely used in these patients to improve biomechanical gait parameters (6). Passive AFOs are generally prescribed as a relatively cheap, lightweight intervention in drop foot patients (7).

↑What is “already known” in this topic:
Different types of passive and hybrid passive ankle foot orthosis (AFO) are frequently used to improve gait deviations in drop foot patients. However, these AFOs have some limitations like inability to generate push off power and lack of inadequate moments.

→What this article adds:
In this study it was found that innovative hybrid passive designed AFO significantly improved ankle range of motion and kinematic and led to more efficient walking.
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These AFOs have some drawbacks; however, to overcome the downsides, these AFOs were developed and modified by adding extra elements, such as hinges, flexion stops, spring, oil damper, and one-way friction clutch, to create near normal behavior at the ankle joint (2, 8). To replace the function of dorsiflexor muscles, an important aim of these mechanical elements is to store energy at the initial contact to mid stance and restore this energy during the rest of the gait cycle (pre swing to terminal swing) (2, 8). On the other hand, AFOs should be developed so that they offer storing and restoring enough energy, with proper timing and control without limiting the desirable ankle motion (9).

This study presented an innovative design of AFO as an adaptive solution for the AFOs based on sufficient energy storage and restoring mechanism.

The objective of this study was to compare kinematic parameters of the innovative designed AFO with those of posterior leaf spring AFO in drop foot patients.

Methods
Study design
This study was conducted through a case series using a single subject A-B design with 2 phases of baseline and intervention.

Participants
Three cases with drop foot syndrome were recruited from Occupational Therapy Center, Rehabilitation School of Iran University of Medical Sciences, with the mean age of 58.2 years (SD: 12.1). The average time after drop foot diagnosis was 3.2 years, with central and peripheral nervous system damages confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), for the first diagnosis. Participants’ sex, age, height are reported in Table 1.

All patients completed and signed informed consent forms prior to the study, and the study protocol was approved by the medical ethics committee of Iran University of Medical Sciences. Each participant had a confirmed diagnosis of drop foot with any reason caused by central and peripheral nervous system disorders.

This study included adults who had drop foot and had the same body mass with a history of using PLS AFO and with more than 2 grades in dorsi and plantar flexion based on manual muscle testing and less than 2-degree spasticity with more than 2 grades in dorsi and plantar flexion based on modified Ashworth scale (10).

Walking, severe visual or hearing impairment, and feeling uncomfortable or exhausted to continue the cooperation.

Instruments
At the start of the experiment, 10 portable accelerometer sensors were attached to participants’ limb based on the instructions of the motion analysis in the lower limbs. These sensors were placed at the middle of the sacral region, middle thigh, legs, and feet (12, 13). The participants stood inactive on their 2 legs in an anatomic position for 20 seconds for the software calibration. Then, kinematic data were collected for the 10-minute trial.

Measurement Procedure
At the first session, patients were recruited according to the exclusion and inclusion criteria.

For the baseline measurements, patients were asked to walk at their comfortable, self-selected speed across the laboratory with their own shoes and PLS. This procedure was repeated in 5 sessions every week. Before the intervention phase, innovative designed AFO was constructed and fitted for 4 weeks as a weaning time. Then, an intervention measurement was also performed with the same condition as the base line session.

Motion capture system (Noraxon 2013, USA) equipped with Internal Measurement Unit sensors (IMU) was employed to collect kinematics data performed in sagittal direction at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Biomechanical inverse dynamics model was used to calculate joint angles. This way, kinematics (joint angles) data were recorded. Motion data were low-pass filtered at 14 Hz and 39 Hz, respectively, using fourth-order, zero-lag, and Butterworth filters determined by the residual analysis method as described by Winter (14-16).

Innovative designed storing-restoring hybrid passive AFO
The innovative designed AFO with storing restoring element was designed and constructed with a mechanical component to replace the function of dorsiflexor muscles. This innovative designed AFO composed of 2 separate carbon composite sections linked together by a side bar to establish the attachment for actuator mechanism.

The actuator mechanism was composed of modifiable springs and adjustable hydraulic shock absorbers (Ecoem1.0mm-Eco-oem5.0mm). When the actuator mechanism was compressed, it stored energy, then returned to its rest configuration, where the energy was released to provide resistance and assistance moment at the ankle joint.

Foot section structure was first created from polypropylene. Due to some reasons, like weight loss and improved flexibility at the foot section, the mechanical building was revised and a new structure was planned to be

---

Table 1: Demographic information of the participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Weight (kilogram)</th>
<th>Height (centimeters)</th>
<th>Modified Ashworth Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject 1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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built from flexible carbon composite. However, the shank and cuff portion should not have been placed medially and laterally. To achieve this goal, a stainless-steel articulation was placed at the back of the AFO without limiting or interfering ankle joint, which slightly protruded the posterior part from patients’ dress. The cuff section was completely covered with neoprene for more comfort. This was the main way to reduce the size of the AFO and to facilitate the fitting process of shoe fitting for clinicians. We also could design an adjustable slider in front of the shank cuff, which could be moved up and down on the rail to compensate for the differential motion between AFO and paretic limb.

**Statistical analysis**

Split middle approach was used to develop celeration line in both baseline and intervention phase (17, 18). To evaluate the difference between the phases, trend of celeration lines, slop and level of changes in each condition were used. The statistically significant difference between the 2 groups were obtained by extending the celeration line for the baseline phase into the intervention phase and by evaluating the distribution of the scores above or below the line in the intervention phase via the one-tailed binominal test (18).

Significance level was set at 0.05. According to the one-tailed binominal test, the difference between the 2 phases was statistically significant at 0.05 when all 5 points in intervention phase were either below or above the extension of the baseline phase celeration line (17).

**Results**

The demographic results of the 3 patients are summarized in Table 1. All of the variables were analyzed with the celeration line and its trend, slop and level of difference. Figures show the kinematic changes for the participants.

Ankle kinematic parameters of drop foot patients 5 sessions of the base line phase with PLS and 5 sessions of intervention phase with innovative designed AFO are shown in Table 2 and Figures 1-4.

The comparison of the intervention phase and the baseline phase showed a significant increase in the kinematic parameters (p < 0.05) in all participants. These parameters in the baseline phase were significantly lower than that in the intervention phase (Tables 2, 3).

| Table 2. Ankle kinematic parameters of the 3 participants in the base line phase with PLS and intervention phase with innovative designed AFO |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| **AFOS** | **Phases** | **Subject 1** | **IC** | **LR** | **MST** | **TST** | **PSW** | **ISW** | **MSW** | **TSW** |
| **PLS** | Week 1 | 5.1 | -10.3 | 5.6 | 5.6 | -22.1 | -10.2 | -2.6 | -2.5 |
| | Week 2 | 5.2 | -10.3 | 5.8 | 5.7 | -21.1 | -10.5 | -2.8 | -2.4 |
| | Week 3 | 5.1 | -10.4 | 5.7 | 5.7 | -21.3 | -10.3 | -2.4 | -2.3 |
| | Week 4 | 5.4 | -10.2 | 5.9 | 5.8 | -22.2 | -10.2 | -2.3 | -2.4 |
| | Week 5 | 5.2 | -10.4 | 5.7 | 5.9 | -21.1 | -10.3 | -2.5 | -2.4 |
| **Innovative AFO** | Week 1 | -5.1 | -16.1 | 7.1 | 9.4 | -26.6 | -15.8 | 2.6 | 0 |
| | Week 2 | -5.1 | -15.6 | 7.2 | 9.8 | -25.3 | -15.8 | 3.1 | 0 |
| | Week 3 | -5.1 | -15.6 | 8.7 | 10.2 | -24.4 | -15.6 | 3.2 | 0 |
| | Week 4 | -5.1 | -14.8 | 8.9 | 10.4 | -23.7 | -15.8 | 3.3 | 0 |
| | Week 5 | -5.1 | -14.3 | 9.3 | 10.6 | -23.1 | -15.2 | 3.6 | 0 |

**AFOS** | **Phases** | **Subject 2** | **IC** | **LR** | **MST** | **TST** | **PSW** | **ISW** | **MSW** | **TSW** |
| **PLS** | Week 1 | 0 | -3.6 | 11.6 | 13.6 | -4.8 | -3.6 | -2.4 | 5.2 |
| | Week 2 | 0 | -3.8 | 11.9 | 13.8 | -4.5 | -3.4 | -2.3 | 5.2 |
| | Week 3 | 0.3 | -3.6 | 11.8 | 13.8 | -4.8 | -3.2 | -2.3 | 5.2 |
| | Week 4 | 0.4 | -3.8 | 11.7 | 13.8 | -4.7 | -3.2 | -2.3 | 5.2 |
| | Week 5 | 0.5 | -3.6 | 11.8 | 13.9 | -4.5 | -3.2 | -2.3 | 5.2 |
| **Innovative AFO** | Week 1 | 0 | -8.7 | 16.1 | 17.6 | -25.9 | -21.6 | 2.1 | 5.6 |
| | Week 2 | -1.4 | -7.7 | 17.8 | 18.8 | -24.7 | -20.1 | 2.4 | 0 |
| | Week 3 | 0 | -6.9 | 19.2 | 21.1 | -22.4 | -19.6 | 3.2 | 0 |
| | Week 4 | 0 | -6.4 | 21.4 | 23.4 | -21.6 | -19.1 | 3.8 | 0 |
| | Week 5 | 0 | -5.4 | 21.3 | 24.8 | -21.3 | -18.4 | 4.1 | 0 |

**AFOS** | **Phases** | **Subject 3** | **IC** | **LR** | **MST** | **TST** | **PSW** | **ISW** | **MSW** | **TSW** |
| **PLS** | Week 1 | -2.5 | 5.1 | -10.4 | 5.4 | -22.3 | -10.3 | -2.7 | -2.5 |
| | Week 2 | -2.5 | 5.2 | -10.3 | 5.5 | -22.2 | -10.3 | -2.6 | -2.5 |
| | Week 3 | -2.5 | 5.2 | -10.2 | 5.5 | -22.2 | -10.2 | -2.5 | -2.5 |
| | Week 4 | -2.5 | 5.2 | -10.2 | 5.6 | -22.1 | -10.2 | -2.5 | -2.5 |
| | Week 5 | -2.5 | 5.2 | -10.2 | 5.8 | -22.1 | -10.1 | -2.5 | -2.5 |
| **Innovative AFO** | Week 1 | 0 | 3.4 | -18.6 | 18.3 | -29.8 | -23.1 | 2.4 | 0 |
| | Week 2 | 0 | 3.5 | -17.5 | 19.6 | -27.8 | -22.8 | 2.6 | 0 |
| | Week 3 | 0 | 3.6 | -17.8 | 20.8 | -26.7 | -22.6 | 2.6 | 0 |
| | Week 4 | 0 | 3.7 | -16.3 | 21.3 | -25.6 | -22.3 | 2.8 | 0 |
| | Week 5 | 0 | 3.8 | 21.2 | 24.1 | -24.8 | -21.2 | 3.2 | 0 |

IC: Initial contact, LR: Loading response, MST: Mid stance, TST: Terminal stance, PSW: Pre swing, ISW: Initial swing, MSW: Mid swing, TSW: Terminal swing. In this table, + was used for means dorsiflexion and – was used for plantar flexion.
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**Discussion**

Fig. 1. Kinematic changes of initial contact ankle angle in subject 1

Fig. 2. Kinematic changes of peak of plantar flexion in loading response in subject 1

Fig. 3. Kinematic changes of peak of dorsi flexion in mid stance in subject 1

Fig. 4. Kinematic changes of peak of dorsi flexion in the terminal stance in subject 1
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This study involved a case series using a single subject design study performed over a 10-week trial to extract kinematic outcome measures at the ankle joint as the most involved joint, while transforming drop foot patients from polypropylene posterior leaf spring (PLS) AFO to innovative designed AFO.

According to results of this study, the ankle angle at the initial contact, the peak angle at the loading response, the mid stance, terminal stance, the pre swing, initial swing, mid swing, and terminal swing were significantly improved with innovative designed AFO than with PLS. Due to dorsi flexor weakness in the affected limb, the overall ROM at the ankle joint was reduced during the early through terminal stance (19). According to this study, the overall ROM in the ankle joint was decreased with the base line PLS AFO than the innovative designed AFO, which was confirmed in other studies (19, 20).

Expectedly and as extensively observed in these patients, with excessive function of the antagonistic muscles, the ankle agonist muscles are unable to put the ankle joint in a neutral position (21).

Both AFOs (PLS and innovative designed AFO) improved the initial contact angle to near neutral in these patients, which is probably due to the adjustment of the ankle angle in the neutral or slightly dorsi flexion, which was confirmed with other types of passive and dynamic AFOs (22, 23).

Putting the ankle at neutral position in this phase decreased the need for compensatory mechanisms, encouraging the limb advancement toward the loading response, absorbing the shock from the initial contact, improving the ability to control the ankle complex at the early stance, and preventing excessive knee flexion in the mid stance, and enhancing the overall dynamic stability.

Our findings suggested that the innovative designed AFO significantly improved the peak plantar flexion angle at loading response than PLS.

If PLS or any other type of AFOs reduces this peak (24-26), excessive flexion in the knee and sometimes in the hip increases the likelihood of instability or risk of buckling at the knee joint (20, 26, 27).

The findings of this study indicated that the innovative designed AFO significantly enhanced the peak angle of dorsiflexion at mid stance compared to PLS, which was confirmed by other studies in which hybrid passive or dynamic AFOs significantly elevated the dorsiflexion peak than PLS (8, 28-30). Since this innovative designed AFO improved this peak, the need to use hip or knee extension as a compensatory mechanism to move the center of gravity and forward propulsion was decreased (5, 31, 32).

In line with some studies, the findings of the present study revealed the innovative designed AFO significantly improved the peak dorsiflexion in the terminal stance in comparison to PLS.

Therefore, improvement in this peak may improve tibia advancement (33), may aid in third rocker, may ameliorate the dynamic stability (26), and may also increase the step length and speed (34, 35).

In various studies, reduction in the dorsiflexion peak in the mid to terminal stance has been a major disadvantage of passive hybrid AFO (23, 28) resulting in inability to forward propulsion (33, 36, 37), insufficient loading (31), reduction in preparation for initial contact, inability to climb ramp and stairs, decreased power production capacity in the pre swing, decreased speed (36), and step length as well as instability in this phase (32).

The findings of this study showed the peak of plantar flexion in the pre swing significantly increased with innovative designed AFO compared to PLS. The possible cause of reduction of this peak with PLS AFO is the diminished range of motion in this phase (27, 38).

Therefore, the innovative designed AFO can lead to better propulsion of the limb into the swing phase and prevent quick, premature, and incomplete movement of the limb toward the swing phase, improve balance, reduce energy loss, lengthen the stance phase, and increase the push off power (35, 39-41).

According to this study, both AFOs improve the ankle angle at the swing phase, especially in the mid swing through the next initial contact, which was confirmed in other studies (20, 23, 29).

The authors acknowledge some limitations of this study. One of the limitations was not considering the kinetics of the ankle joint as well as interaction and synergy of the kinetic and kinematic parameters. The results of this study demonstrated that the use of AFOs modifies kinematic patterns of gait. Although the sample size was reasonably
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large, studies with a larger number of individuals and different types of AFO are required.

Conclusion
Innovative designed AFO improved the ankle kinematic parameters of drop foot patients to cope with different aspects of this disorder and provide a chain of improvements within the ankle. The findings of this study helped to explain the gait abnormalities resulting from impaired function and to further understand the effects of AFO interventions.
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